
Lecture 22-23  
B cells – Early lymphocyte maturation, cellular interactions and trafficking  
B lymphocytes  

 Mature in the bone marrow (in birds in the Bursa 
of Fabricius)  

 B cell receptor engagement leads to proliferation 
and transition into plasma cells (effector B cells), 
which secrete soluble BCR (as antibodies) – 

specific for bacteria and viruses to protect against disease  
 Antibodies have hypervariable region specificity for antigen 

and are important for opsonisation (recognise surface 
molecules; mark for destruction and phagocytosis via FcR), 
complement activation and neutralisation   

 Forms immunological memory – spans the life time of a 
person providing long term immunity  

B cell development  
 Estimated approximately 1x106 different antibodies 

(theoretically 1x1011 possible)  
 V(D)J rearrangement as the key to diversity  
 Clonal expansion and selection theory – Every B cell has a 

specific antibody, and if it encounters an antigen that specific 
clone will expand i.e. one cell selected and identical clones are 
made 

 Antigens drain into the lymph node and attach to B cells which 
activate them, they will migrate into germinal centre and 
replicate leading to release of antibodies   

 Development of a diverse repertoire from uncommitted 

progenitors i.e. uncommitted cells to very 
differentiated cells (commitment 
narrows)  

 B cells develop in the bone marrow, but 
can also develop in neonatal spleen and 
liver (old pathways resurrected if it can’t 
produce B cells in bone marrow e.g. 
lymphoma causing aberrant expansion of 
cells  

 Generation of new B cells continuous 
throughout life (contrasting T cell 
development which is only for first 10 
years of life only)  

 PAX5 guides transition to become 
differentiated cell but can revert to 
becoming a progenitor in the case of a KO  

Common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) gives rise to development of pre B 
cells  

 Multipotent progenitor (MPP) is not self-renewing  
 CLP can develop into both T cells and B cells in vitro  



 Transition through the various differentiation steps require 
positive signals (i.e. cells that do not receive signals will die)  

 Stromal cells (not immune cells) are critical for B cell 
development by providing the positive signals  

 For B cells to survive they need to be rescued by positive signals 
by stromal cell  

 Default developmental pathway for a B cell is death (stops 
development) –less error in mature B cells  

Interactions with stroma cells  
 Essential factors for B cell development: FLT3-induced IL-7R, 

stem cell factor (SCF), CXCL12, E2A+EBF, RAG  
 B cell development starts in the 

endosteum (inner layer of lumen of 
bone marrow within bone) and as 
they develop they make their way 
from periphery to the centre – 
different anatomical positions at each 
stage of development  

 Process guided by chemokines, 
cytokines and adhesion molecules  

 Stromal cells release CXCL12 to 
attract progenitor cells which bind to it via FLT3 ligand  

 Cell adhesion (tight binding) and IL-7 interactions (released from stromal 
cell) occur during development; IL-7R crucial for lymphocyte 
development  

Early pro-B cell to large pre-B cell  
 Heavy chain rearrangement occurs before light 

chain rearrangement  
 Heavy chain locus has 1 set of genes and 2 

alleles (one from each parent); D-J 
rearrangement at both loci but V-DJ 
rearrangement at one loci only 

 Following DJH rearrangement, the heavy μ 
chain will be produced  

 Pre-B cells that don’t produce μ chains die  
 To determine its signalling capacity, it forms a 

pre-BCR upon pairing with surrogate light 
chains  

 Surrogate light chains have no binding capacity 
– only used for heavy chain testing (is tertiary 
structure good for signalling?); formed by E2A-
induced λ5 and VpreB  

 Signalling through pre-BCR is engaged by dimerization/oligomerisation 
(no antigen required); requires Igα and Igβ  

 Important checkpoint for transition of pro-B cell to pre-B cell – functional 
protein, proper assembly and transducing signals indicates successful 
rearrangement (no 2nd rearrangement of allele)  



 Pre-BCR signalling requires Bruton’s tyrosine kinase; if defective then 
acquire a condition called Bruton’s X-linked agammaglobulinemia – no 
signalling despite successful rearrangement  

Conclusion of heavy chain rearrangement 
 Stimulation of pre-BCR leads to proliferation 

of the large pre-B cell  
 Heavy chain locus is halted  
 Large pre-B cells expand about 30-60 fold 

before transitioning into small resting pre-B 
cells, leading to large number of small pre-B cell with identical heavy 
chains which form base of antibody for which individual arrangement of 
light chains confer specificities – making use of successful rearrangement 
(not biologically wasteful)  

More flexibility in light chain rearrangements  
 2 genes for light chains – κ and λ and 

therefore 4 alleles which can be rearranged  
 Light chain locus rearrangement occurs 

only on one allele – allelic exclusion  
 These rearrangements can be done several 

times, which increases the chance of 
generating a functional light chain – up to 
5x for more flexibility  

 Isotypic exclusion – only one type of light 
chain (κ or λ) will be utilised in a single B 
cell; don’t’ have BCR with both κ and λ 

 Light chain and heavy chain 
form IgM, marking 
transition from small pre-B 
cell to immature B cell  

RAG expression during B cell 
development stages  

 Expression of RAG at 
different differentiation 
stages  

 Heavy chain rearrangement 
at early pro-B cell and light 
chain rearrangement at 
pre-B cell   

One B cell – one antibody  
 Supports clonal selection theory – if one B cell has one 

antibody then it will be selected to proliferate 
 Allelic exclusion ensures that one B cell only makes one 

antibody  
 Allotype A is mated with allotype B to produce a mixed 

allotype offspring, however despite B cells having a mixed 
genome the B cell only has one specificity   

 
 



Selection of immature B cells  
 If an immature B cell encounters a strongly cross-

linking antigen in the bone marrow, its development is 
arrested and the cell dies (clonal deletion/negative 
selection)  

 Tested by molecules in bone marrow and since there 
are no antigens there all the molecules must be self; if it 
binds too tightly it will induce apoptosis because they 
are self-reactive  

 Don’t want antibodies binding to self which causes 
disease e.g. DNA in systemic lupus erythematous and 
rheumatoid factor in rheumatoid arthritis  

 Since RAG expression is still active at this stage, 
receptor editing can rescue such cells from clonal 
deletion (continuing light chain rearrangements)  

 Can have cases of cross-reactive antibodies to 
Streptococcus which also attack heart valves causing 
inflammation– rheumatoid fever  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mature B cells  

 Two types of B cells – B1 and B2 B cells  
 B1 B cells are made in the liver and are 

less developed (evolutionarily older) 
expressing a more limited repertoire – 
Respond to conserved structures e.g. 
LPS without affinity maturation; 
express CD5 on cell surface and are very 
similar to γδ T cells. Foetal liver makes 
public B cells 

 B2 B cells are conventional B cells (made in bone marrow) that produce 
antibody and have a larger diversity and is very specific; bone marrow 
makes private B cells  

Marginal zone B cells  
 Derived from B2 B cells; establishment of population 

takes between 1-2 years 
 Small number at the time of birth so babies are more 

susceptible to some infections therefore need 



protection by maternal antibodies from placenta or breast milk  
 In contrast to follicular B cells, these B cells are largely non-recirculating 

enriched in the marginal zone of the spleen (LN)  
 Very early participation in immune responses and limited diversity  
 Lower threshold for activation, proliferation and differentiation into 

antibody secreting cells  
 Respond quickly; less specific – respond to 

conserved structures and no need for T cell help  
Follicular B cells  

 Form the majority of mature B cells (~95%)  
 Co-express IgM and IgD  
 Recirculate through lymphoid tissues (rest in special 

niches called follicles)  
 Higher threshold for activation, proliferation and 

differentiation into antibody secreting cells  
 Require T cell help  

B cell responses  
 B cells respond to native proteins, glycoproteins, 

polysaccharides as well as whole viral particles 
and bacteria  

 Antigens in native conformation are seen by B 
cells since antibodies that are eventually 
released and need to act independent of the B 
cell and its signalling apparatus  

 Allows cross-linking on B cells; primary antibody 
released when activated is IgM 

 Antibody secretion to protect the body from 
extracellular pathogens and toxins  

 Prevention of spread of intracellular pathogens, 
such as viruses or bacteria  

 Neutralisation, opsonisation and complement 
activation are the 3 main functions of antibodies  

 Antibody production by B cells requires activation of naïve B cells  
B cell activation leads to 
differentiation  

 Exchange of activation 
signals induced the naïve B 
cell to undergo activation 
which is followed by clonal 
expansion – leads to effector 
phase 

 Expanding clones subsequently differentiate into either antibody 
secreting plasma cells (effector) or memory B cells (retain memory of 
antigen encounter)  

B cell responses  
 Mature, naïve B cells require tow signals to be activated and differentiate 

into antibody secreting cells 1) cognate antigen 2) activation signal 
(usually via CD4+ T cell via cytokines)  



 Thymus-dependent antigen is dependent on T cells. B 
cell finds cognate antigen and is internalised and 
presented on MHC class II to CD4+ T cells. TCR 
recognises and binds to B cell via CD40 and CD40L 
interaction providing signals for isotype switching  

 Linked recognition – important for maintenance of self-
tolerance. Need T cells to activate B cells as a 
mechanism against autoimmunity because both B cell 
and T cells undergo negative selection is there is less 
likelihood of activation to a self antigen  

 Thymus-independent antigen requires the second 
signal to be displayed such as LPS binding to TLR  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Antigens reaching naïve B cells  

 Antigens are passively drained into the 
lymph node and bind to subcapsular 
macrophages (not active in degradation) 
which pass the antigen onto follicular DC 
(of stromal origin), subsequently 
presenting it to the B cell in the follicle  

 Follicular dendritic cell (FDC) is non 
phagocytic and unrelated to regular 
dendritic cells in the periphery  

 B cells need to see antigen in the native 
form i.e. retain shape and structure so no 
DC is needed to bring it into the lymph node 

B and T cells interacting in lymph nodes  
 Naïve lymphocytes are 

extremely rare (1/1000000) 
and B and T cells must find each 
other – naïve B cells and T cells 
reside in different 
compartments  

 B cells reside in the follicle (B 
cell zone) and T cells reside in T 



cell zone; both are governed by cytokines and express receptors for 
cytokines. These receptors may change in response to migration and can 
also retain original markers  

 FDC activates naïve B cell by recognising the cognate antigen which leads 
to CCR7 upregulation, attracting it towards the T cell zone (at edge of 
follicle)  

 DC activates T cell (proliferates) and travels towards the B cell follicle  
 Naïve B cell recognising cognate antigen that fail to also receive B cell 

help from T cells will die  
 Some B cells receiving help in primary focus can leave straight away (no 

proper interaction and isotype switch) to form plasmablasts; 
plasmablasts already produce antibody of isotype IgM   

 Follicular T helper cells (Tfh) help the B cells switch isotype when the B 
cells are retained in the follicle  

Germinal centre – optimisation of the response  
 Antibody responses are weaker without the germinal 

centre  
 Germinal centres develop from the primary foci  
 Composed mainly of rapidly proliferating B cells (every 

6-8 hours); island if cell division amidst a sea of resting 
B cells  

 GC grow in size as immune response progresses and 
deflate within 3-4 weeks  

 Location of important modifications such as somatic 
hypermutation enabling affinity maturation and 
class/isotype switching  

 B cells that differentiate in GC become memory B cells 
or plasma cells  

 Dark zone (called centroblasts) – B cell proliferation  
 Light zone (called centrocytes) – less proliferation to 

see if B cells bind better or worse (affinity change)  
 Somatic hypermutation can occur multiple times and 

occurs through AID which introduces small random mutations in variable 
region, which change the structure and sequence of antibody (affinity can 
either increase or decrease)  

 B cells are tested in the light zone – if they take up more antigen (B cell 
selection driven by competition for antigen uptake) then they will be able 
to load more antigen in form of MHC class II 
to receive more T cell help for their 
survival; this selection process increases 
the specificity of the antibody   

Affinity maturation by somatic hypermutation  
 V(D)J rearrangement during B cell 

development provide diversity  
 Secondary diversification (i.e. somatic 

hypermutation) to generate more closely 
related clones; not a RAG dependent 



process but requires AID (highly restricted to V regions of antibody 
genes)  

 It is not germline-directed it will only affect individual cells  
 Increased rate of random point mutations in the variable regions of both 

heavy and light chains  
 Majority of mutations has negative impact on the B cell, but these cells are 

eliminated (GC is filled with apoptotic B cells)  
 Increased avidity and affinity the B cell is allowed to live, lower avidity 

and affinity it will undergo apoptosis  
 Multiple rounds of mutation/affinity maturation before B cells enter 

circulation as plasma and memory cells  
Isotype switching  

 The variable region defines the specificity of 
an antibody, where its effector function is 
determined by the constant region of its 
heavy chain  

 B cells can change usage of constant region of 
heavy chain upon interaction with CD4 T 
cells (CD40L)  

 Hyper IgM syndrome – no CD40 or CD40L for 
T cell help  

 Need antibody to go where antigen is most 
likely to be found so a change in heavy chain 
will change the effector function and 
localisation of antibody  


